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Sean Greene

Sean Greene’s WVUD career began even before his University of
Delaware career. Sean started in the Sports Department while still a
Newark High student. He would go on to be Sports Director during one
of the most prolific sports eras of WVUD’s history.
Sean was part of a dedicated sports team that did over 100 game
broadcasts some years. Despite this breakneck schedule, Sean was still
able to be involved in other aspects of WVUD. Whether it was
recording PSAs, attending conferences or meetings, or mentoring new
talent, Sean always had time for WVUD.

Sean Greene
Sean’s post WVUD career has included
news coverage, traffic reporting, and of
course his first love, sports.
Now the Sports Director at WDEL, his play
by play calls for Wesley football are
legendary, and he is known as one of the
nicest guys in local media, and one of the
most talented as well.

Michele Marcks (Ingari)

To say that Michele Ingari (now Michele Marcks) was extremely prolific in her four year tenure
at WVUD would be a gross understatement. Michele played a key role in many of the station’s
great accomplishments between 2007-2011. Serving first as PR/Promotions Director before
eventually becoming a two year General Manager, Michele was a consistently productive
member of WVUD’s Operations Board.
Michele was a relationship builder that was able to entice other organizations to partner and
promote with WVUD. This manifested itself in programs like ‘Blue Hen Hotseat’ and ‘What the
Cluck’.

Michele Marcks (Ingari)

She was also a driving force behind WVUD’s power increase, the Dare to Be Loud CD series,
and the nascent stages of The Basement radio’s development.
Michele’s hard work resulted in a well-deserved YoUDee Award for best organizational
leader, as well as a WVUD award for student of the year. Tireless, devoted, and always a
positive force, Michele is a shining example of what a student can accomplish at WVUD and
we are extremely happy to welcome her to our Hall of Fame.

Ron Whitehead

Ron Whitehead was the student Program Director in the early years of UDs transition to FM
radio (ultimately becoming WXDR and moving from 10 watts to 1000 watts of power). Ron
was instrumental in the development of our ‘block format’ and the diverse genres that it
contains. He also was a driving force behind many of the live remote broadcasts that the
station conducted.
Ron was also a prime mover in the addition of numerous community volunteers. These
volunteers added a degree of stability to the vibrant mix of students and provided UD radio
with a level of musical expertise unsurpassed by other stations. The fact that many of these
station members are still with WVUD decades later is testament to the power of his
influence.

Ron Whitehead

Ron was a pioneer for UD radio in a time before the station had full time professional staff,
and his contributions have helped WVUD to get to where they are. We are happy to recognize
Ron’s efforts by inducting him into our Hall of Fame.
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